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Abstract

To infer the sequence and RNA structure speci�cities of RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) from
experiments that enrich for bound sequences, we introduce a convolutional residual network
which we call ResidualBind. ResidualBind signi�cantly outperforms previous methods on
experimental data from many RBP families. We interrogate ResidualBind to identify what
features it has learned from high-a�nity sequences with saliency analysis along with 1st-
order and 2nd-order in silico mutagenesis. We show that in addition to sequence motifs,
ResidualBind learns a model that includes the number of motifs, their spacing, and both
positive and negative e�ects of RNA structure context. Strikingly, ResidualBind learns RNA
structure context, including detailed base-pairing relationships, directly from sequence data,
which we con�rm on synthetic data. ResidualBind is a powerful, �exible, and interpretable
model that can uncover cis-recognition preferences across a broad spectrum of RBPs.

Introduction

The life-cycle of RNA, including transcription, splicing, polyadenylation, transport, localization, and transla-
tion, is mediated by interactions with RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) (König et al , 2012). To gain mechanistic
insight into RBP-regulated processes, it is essential to understand the speci�city of RNA-RBP recognition.
RNA-binding proteins contain modular binding domains that confer speci�c recognition preferences for RNA
sequence and structure (Lunde et al , 2007; Campbell and Wickens, 2015; Jankowsky and Harris, 2015). To
identify the RNA sequence preferences of an RBP, a variety of in vitro and in vivo experimental methods
enrich for protein-bound RNA sequences (Lambert et al , 2014; Tome et al , 2014; Guenther et al , 2013;
Ray et al , 2017; Licatalosi et al , 2008; Hafner et al , 2010; Konig et al , 2010; Sundararaman et al , 2016),
and computational methods are used to deduce the consensus RNA sequence and/or structure features that
these bound sequences share (Foat et al , 2006; Maticzka et al , 2014; Kazan et al , 2010; Maticzka et al , 2014;
Orenstein et al , 2016; Alipanahi et al , 2015). Many analysis methods use position-weight-matrices (PWMs)
or k -mers to model an RBP's recognition code. Many of these methods make simplifying assumptions that
do not necessarily capture all biologically important features, especially the positions of motifs and/or the
in�uence of RNA secondary structure.
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As powerful function approximators (Cybenko, 1989; Sonoda and Murata, 2015; Raghu et al , 2016;
Shaham et al , 2016), deep neural networks (NNs) can learn a functional mapping between input genomic
sequences and an output such as a bound/unbound label, or a binding a�nity. Deep NNs do not necessarily
have to make strong assumptions about what features of the input are important, because they autonomously
build hierarchical representations of the data, in a machine learning approach called deep learning (LeCun
et al , 2015). For supervised classi�cation tasks, a deep NN is comprised of arti�cial neurons arranged in
multiple layers: an input layer, one or more hidden layers, and an output layer where predictions are made
(Goodfellow et al , 2016). Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are a popular architectural choice that is
well suited to detecting short contiguous patterns, such as motifs, along longer genomic sequences (Alipanahi
et al , 2015; Zhou and Troyanskaya, 2015).

DeepBind was the �rst deep learning approach to analyze RBP-RNA interactions (Alipanahi et al , 2015).
It demonstrated improved performance over PWM- and k-mer-based methods on the 2013-RNAcompete
dataset, a standard benchmark dataset that consists of 244 in vitro a�nity selection experiments that span
across many RBP families (Ray et al , 2013). Recently, RCK (Orenstein et al , 2016), a k-mer-based approach,
narrowly outperformed DeepBind. DeepBind's design includes just a single convolutional layer which may
limit its ability to learn feature representations that deeper CNNs with two or more convolutional layers
could achieve. However, deeper models tend to be more di�cult to train, and they can lack interpretability,
making it challenging to understand what they have learned.

Recent advances in computer vision have introduced �residual networks� (He et al , 2016), a technique
that makes it easier to train deep NNs, and an approach called �saliency analysis� that makes it easier to
interpret what features they have learned (Simonyan et al , 2013; Springenberg et al , 2014; Shrikumar et al ,
2016). Here we apply these advances to develop a convolutional residual network approach which we call
ResidualBind.

Results

ResidualBind architecture

ResidualBind takes as input an RNA sequence and outputs a binding score prediction for a given RBP.
ResidualBind can be decomposed into 5 stages (Fig. 1): (1) convolutional layer, (2) residual module, (3)
mean-pooling layer, (4) convolutional layer, and (5) fully-connected output layer. Stage 1 is a convolutional
layer that takes as input 41 nucleotide (nt) one-hot encoded sequences (X). 96 convolution �lters, each of
length 12 (W(1)), calculate a 1-dimensional cross-correlation across the sequence, outputting similarity scores
at di�erent positions, also known as feature maps (Z(1)). Each feature map is further processed with batch
normalization (Io�e and Szegedy, 2015) and a recti�ed linear unit (ReLU) activation (H(1)). In stage 2, the
residual module takes H(1) as input and performs two successive convolutional layers. H(1) and the output
of the 2 convolutional layers within the residual module are combined by an element-wise sum prior to a
ReLU activation (H(3)). This skipped connection is the essence of the residual module, which foster training
deeper networks by providing improved gradient �ow (He et al , 2016). In stage 3, H(3) is downsampled with
a mean-pooling layer by averaging non-overlapping window sizes of 10 neurons separately for each �lter,
resulting in 3 neurons per �lter that capture di�erent spatial regions of the input sequence (Ĥ(3)). Stage 4
employs a convolutional layer (H(4)) with 196 �lters that have the same size as Ĥ(3), which is equivalently
a fully-connected layer. Finally, stage 5 consists of a fully-connected output layer that takes H(4) as input
and performs a linear regression to a single output neuron (O), where binding score predictions are given.

ResidualBind's parameters, from each convolutional layer, batch normalization, and fully-connected layer,
are determined through an iterative training procedure that minimizes the squared error between the pre-
dicted binding scores and the experimental binding scores (see Methods). We explored various hyperparam-
eter settings by comparing the performance of candidate models with randomly-sampled hyperparamters
on a validation dataset (Bergstra and Bengio, 2012). Many parameter settings perform comparably, so
ResidualBind's �nal hyperparameter setting was manually selected and �xed throughout all analyses in the
paper.
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Figure 1: 5-stage architecture of ResidualBind. ResidualBind stages consist of: (1) convolutional layer
(details at left), (2) residual module (details at right), (3) mean-pooling layer, (4) convolutional layer, and a
(5) fully-connected output layer, where the binding score predictions are given. The dimensions are shown
in green on the bottom right of each feature map and �lter. The convolutional layers in the residual module
employ zero-padding to ensure the dimensions remain the same (not shown).

ResidualBind yields state-of-the-art predictions on the RNAcompete dataset

To benchmark the performance of ResidualBind against previously published methods, we used the 2013-
RNAcompete dataset. RNAcompete consists of about 241,000 38-41 nt RNA sequences that are divided into
two halves, `set A' and `set B', each of which consist of a di�erent set of sequences that contain 8 copies of all
possible 9-mers. RBPs are incubated with a 75-fold excess of RNA sequences so that the proportion of each
bound RNA should scale with its relative a�nity for the RBP at equilibrium. The experimental binding
score given by RNAcompete is a normalized log-ratio of the �uorescence intensities of bound vs unbound
RNA.

To compare ResidualBind against previous methods, we preprocessed experimental binding scores similar
to (Orenstein et al , 2016; Alipanahi et al , 2015) by clipping large experimental binding scores to their 99.9th
percentile value and normalizing to a z-score, a technique we refer to as clip-transformation. RNA sequences
were converted to a one-hot representation with zero-padding added as needed to ensure all sequences
had the same length of 41 nucleotides. For each RNAcompete experiment (i.e. each RBP) in the 2013-
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RNAcompete dataset, we trained a separate, randomly-initialized ResidualBind model on `set A' sequences
using experimental binding scores as training labels. Then, we predicted binding scores on `set B' sequences
using corresponding experimental binding scores to test the e�cacy of our trained models.

We compared ResidualBind's performance against MATRIXReduce (Foat et al , 2006), RNAcontext
(Kazan et al , 2010), GraphProt (Maticzka et al , 2014), DeepBind (Alipanahi et al , 2015), and RCK (Oren-
stein et al , 2016). MATRIXReduce and RNAcontext are PWM-based methods. RNAcontext considers RNA
secondary structure predictions along with RNA sequences. Graphprot employs a support vector machine
with graph-kernel features. RCK is a method that replaces RNAcontext's PWMs with k-mers. A common
metric previously used to compare the performance of di�erent models on the RNAcompete datasets is the
Pearson correlation between model predictions and experimental binding scores on the held-out test set. Un-
der this metric, ResidualBind signi�cantly outperforms previously-reported methods, including the current
state-of-the-art RCK (Fig. 2A). The mean Pearson correlation across all 244 experiments was 0.69±0.17 for
ResidualBind in comparison to 0.409 ± 0.166 for DeepBind and 0.460 ± 0.14 for RCK (errors are standard
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Figure 2: Performance comparison on the 2013-RNAcompete dataset. (A) Box-violin plot of Pearson cor-
relations between experimental binding scores and predicted binding scores using di�erent computational
methods on the held-out test set for all 244 2013-RNAcompete experiments. Each data point represents
one RBP experiment. Median value is shown as a white dot. (B) Scatter plot of ResidualBind's Pearson
correlations and RCK's Pearson correlations. (C,D) Scatter plot of ResidualBind's predicted binding scores
and experimental binding scores from the test set of an RBP experiment in the 2013-RNAcompete dataset
(RNCMPT00216) processed according to (C) clip-transformation and (D) log-transformation. (B-D) Red
dashed line serves as a guide-to-the-eye for a perfect correlation. (E) Box-violin plot of the Pearson cor-
relations between predicted binding scores given by ResidualBind and experimental binding scores of the
test set for all 244 2013-RNAcompete experiments processed according to clip-transformation (blue) and
log-transformation (red).
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deviation of the mean). On a case-by-case basis, the Pearson correlations achieved by ResidualBind are
nearly always found to be higher than RCK (Fig. 2B). This demonstrates that ResidualBind yields more
accurate predictions that better re�ect experimental binding scores in the RNAcompete dataset.

We noticed that clip-transformation adversely a�ects the �delity of ResidualBind's predictions for higher
binding scores, the most biologically relevant regime (Fig. 2C). We prefer preprocessing experimental binding
scores with a log-transformation similar to a Box-Cox transformation (see Methods), so that its distribution
approaches a normal distribution while also maintaining their rank-order. With log-transformation, we found
that ResidualBind yields higher quality predictions in the high-binding score regime (Fig. 2D), although
average performance was essentially the same (Fig. 2E). Henceforth, our results will be based on preprocessing
experimental binding scores with log-transformation.

ResidualBind learns expected sequence motifs

We veri�ed that ResidualBind learns expected consensus sequence motifs by performing in silico mutagenesis
experiments, where we systematically make each nucleotide mutation to a canonical motif embedded in a
synthetic sequence and ask how this alters ResidualBind's binding score predictions. For each motif variant,
we embed a single motif at the center of many di�erent random RNA sequences, which serve to average out
background noise. For example, Figure 3A shows results for RBFOX1, a well-studied protein whose canonical
motif is `UGCAUG' (dataset id: RNCMPT00168) (Auweter et al , 2006; Lambert et al , 2014; Lovci et al ,
2013). ResidualBind �nds that `GCAUG' are the most important nucleotides in the RBFOX1 motif with
minimal contributions from the 5' U, which agrees with RBFOX1's PWM in the CISBP-RNA database
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Figure 3: ResidualBind learns the expected RBFOX1 motif. (A) Heatmap of the di�erence between Resid-
ualBind's average binding score for 1,000 synthetic sequences embedded with each possible single nucleotide
mutation of the canonical motif and the average binding score for 1,000 synthetic sequences embedded with
a canonical RBFOX1 motif. A sequence logo of the RBFOX1 PWM from the CISBP-RNA database (ID:
A2BP1 M159_0.6) is shown above. (B) Scatter plot of the experimental lnKd ratio of the mutant to wild
type measured via surface plasmon resonance (Auweter et al , 2006) versus ResidualBind's average binding
score for synthetic sequences embedded with a corresponding RBFOX1 variant. Each dot represents a dif-
ferent single nucleotide variant experiment, with the variant highlighted in red. (C,D) Scatter plot between
experimental binding scores from the 2013-RNAcompete dataset (ID: RNCMPT00168) versus predicted
binding scores given by (C) the maximum PWM score using an RBFOX1 PWM from the CISBP-RNA
database, and (D) ResidualBind. (C,D) Each dot represents a di�erent sequence in the test set.
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(ID: A2BP1 M159_0.6). The mean binding score for di�erent variants correlate well with experimentally-
determined lnKD ratios of the variants and wild type measured by surface plasmon resonance experiments
(Auweter et al , 2006) with a signi�cant negative correlation of −0.763 (p-value= 0.046, t-test) (Fig. 3B).

Other methods, including DeepBind and RCK, learn a similar motif. Simply learning an RBP's consensus
motif is not su�cient to explain ResidualBind's improved performance. For example, Figure 3C shows a
scatter plot of the best PWM score for each test sequence versus experimental binding scores using an
RBFOX1 PWM from the CISBP-RNA database (ID: A2BP1 M159_0.6). PWM scores do not correlate
well with experimental binding scores (Pearson correlation=0.443 and Spearman rank correlation=0.315),
particularly in the high binding score regime. In contrast, ResidualBind's predicted scores better correlate
with experimental binding scores (Fig. 3D, Pearson correlation 0.810, Spearman rank correlation=0.656),
suggesting it is learning more complex features beyond a simple PWM.

ResidualBind accounts for motif position, number and spacing

To identify nucleotides a deep network deems to be important, we employ saliency analysis (Shrikumar
et al , 2016; Simonyan et al , 2013; Springenberg et al , 2014). Saliency analysis determines the sensitivity of
predictions from perturbations to each nucleotide variant by calculating gradients of the outputs with respect
to the inputs. We employ guided-backprop saliency analysis, which recti�es gradients through each ReLU
activation to highlight the inputs that contribute toward increasing the prediction, a popular visualization
technique in computer vision (Springenberg et al , 2014). The resultant �saliency map� can give insight into
motifs that the neural network has learned and their spatial locations along a given sequence, without prior
knowledge of the motif. Saliency analysis can only be applied on an individual sequence basis. For ease of
viewing, we convert guided-backprop saliency maps into sequence logos (see Methods).

To show what ResidualBind has learned, we highlight saliency analysis for three sequences with high
predicted binding scores that have a perfect match, a single mismatch, and two mismatches to the canonical
RBFOX1 motif (Fig. 4A). We observe that a single intact RBFOX1 motif is su�cient for a high binding
score (Fig. 4A, i), and sequences that contain mismatches to the canonical motif can also have high binding
scores by containing additional `sub-optimal' binding sites (Fig. 4A, ii -iii). This suggests that the number
of motifs and possibly their spacing are relevant. This also raises the question of why a high RBFOX1 PWM
hit doesn't necessarily always correspond to high experimental binding scores (Fig. 3C). ResidualBind must
be learning additional context that makes a high-scoring PWM hit a poor binding site. An example of such
an e�ect could be a preference for the motif at certain positions.

We tested the e�ect of motif positional preference, motif numbers, and their spacings by systematically
interrogating ResidualBind with synthetic sequences (see Methods). We observe that ResidualBind learns
that RBFOX1 motifs near the 3' end yield signi�cantly lower binding scores compared to the rest of the
sequence (Fig. 4B). This positional bias was con�rmed by comparing the average experimental binding
score for 5,000 sequences with the highest PWM scores, where the highest PWM hit is located within the
�nal 3 positions of the 3' end (0.036±1.113, 1,062 total sequences) versus everywhere else (2.553±2.306,
3,938 total sequences). This suggests that RBFOX1 has a nonspeci�c requirement of at least 3 nts �anking
its speci�c motif for maximal binding. We also veri�ed that ResidualBind learns the contribution of each
motif is additive to the binding score (Fig. 4C), and the spacing between RBFOX1 motifs can decrease this
e�ect when they are too close (Fig. 4D), which manifests biophysically through steric hindrance. These
relationships are speci�c to RBFOX1 and di�er in detail for other RBPs (Supplemental code).

ResidualBind learns RNA secondary structures from sequence

In contrast to transcription factors, RNA structure is important for RBP recognition - some RBPs see struc-
tural targets, and some RBPs see unstructured targets that competing structures can block. Previous work,
including RCK and RNAcontext (Orenstein et al , 2016; Kazan et al , 2010), has included RNA structure
context prediction as an additional input with the sequence, and shown that this contributes to more ac-
curate predictions. We explored whether similar inclusion of secondary structure predictions could improve
ResidualBind's performance.

The 2013-RNAcompete dataset was speci�cally designed to be weakly structured (Ray et al , 2013), so
for these experiments we also used the 2009-RNAcomepete dataset, which consists of more structured RNA
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Figure 4: Features learned by ResidualBind for RBFOX1. (A) Scatter plot of experimental binding scores for
test sequences in the 2013-RNACompete dataset for RBFOX1 versus ResidualBind's predicted binding scores
(Pearson correlation = 0.81). The color of each point is determined by the number of mutations between
the canonical motif (UGCAUG) and its best match in the sequence. (i-iii) The inset shows sequence logos
for saliency maps of select sequences with high predicted binding scores, a sequence with at best: (i) a
perfect match, (ii) a single nucleotide mismatch, and (iii) a double nucleotide mismatch with the canonical
RBFOX1 motif. The input RNA sequence is shown below each sequence logo. A colored bar below the
sequence indicates the number of mutations with a star at locations of mismatches. (B) Box plot of binding
score predictions for 1,000 synthetic sequences with an RBFOX1 motif embedded at various positions. (C)
Box plot of binding score predictions for 1,000 synthetic sequences with varying numbers of embedded
canonical RBFOX1 motifs in each sequence. (D) Box plot of binding score predictions for 1,000 synthetic
sequences with two RBFOX1 motifs with varying degrees of separation.

probes that include stem-loops for nine RBPs (Ray et al , 2009). Following procedures used in RCK and
RNAcontext, we predicted two types of RNA secondary structure pro�les for each sequence using RNAplfold
(Lorenz et al , 2011) and a modi�ed RNAplfold script (Kazan et al , 2010). RNAplfold yields secondary
structure pro�les that consist of the probability for each nucleotide to be either paired or unpaired (PU). The
modi�ed-RNAplfold script annotates each nucleotide with a predicted structural context of paired, hairpin-
loop, internal loop, multi-loop, and external-loop (PHIME). Secondary structure pro�les are incorporated
into ResidualBind by creating additional input channels. The �rst convolutional layer now analyzes either
6 channels (4 channels for one-hot primary sequence and 2 channels for PU probabilities) or 9 channels (4
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Figure 5: E�ect of secondary structure. (A) Box plots of Pearson correlations between experimental and
predicted binding scores for sequence, sequence+PU, or sequence+PHIME, for all 244 RBPs of the 2013-
RNAcompete dataset. (B) Same, for 9 RBPs in the 2009-RNAcompete dataset. (C) Scatter plot of Residu-
alBind versus RCK of the Pearson correlation on test sets of 9 RBPs in the 2009-RNAcompete dataset. (D)
Scatter plot of experimental binding scores for test sequences in the 2009-RNAcompete dataset for VTS1
versus ResidualBind's predicted binding scores. The color of each point is determined by the number of
mutations between the CISBP-RNA-derived motif (GCUGG) and the best match across the sequence. The
inset shows sequence logos for saliency maps of representative sequences with high predicted binding scores
(i-ii) and low predicted binding scores which contain the VTS1 motif (iii-iv). The sequence-structure logos
contain the original sequence and structural pro�les in the center, where `U' represent unpaired (grey) and
`P' represents paired (black). The logo of the saliency map is placed on top for sequences and below for PU
structural pro�les.

channels for one-hot primary sequence and 5 channels for PHIME probabilities).
Structure pro�les do not increase ResidualBind's performance (Fig. 5, A-B), but ResidualBind outper-

forms RCK which does bene�t from structure pro�les (Fig. 5C). One possible explanation is that Resid-
ualBind has already learned secondary structure e�ects from sequence alone. We compared the saliency
representations learned by ResidualBind when trained on sequences with and without PU structural pro�les
for VTS1, a well-studied RBP whose SAM domain has a high a�nity towards RNA hairpins containing
`CNGG' (Aviv et al , 2006b,a). The VTS1 motif in the CISBP-RNA database derived from analysis of the
2009-RNAcompete data is `GCUGG'. Saliency analysis shows that for ResidualBind trained on sequences
alone, it has learned the canonical `(G)CNGG' motif, but with other �anking nucleotides deemed important
as well (Fig. 5D, i and ii). When PU secondary structural pro�les are included as input, sequence-structure
logos show that ResidualBind learns to recognize a VTS1 sequence motif in the context of a hairpin-loop
structure.

We also looked at consensus CNGG motifs in unfavorable structural context. There are sequences with
a VTS1 consensus CNGG sequence motif that have low experimental binding scores for which ResidualBind
correctly predicts low binding scores (Fig. 5D). Saliency analysis on these low binding score sequences shows
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that ResidualBind trained on sequences alone identi�es the canonical sequence motif and several �anking
nucleotides as well (Fig. 5D, iii and iv). When ResidualBind is trained on sequences and PU structural
pro�les, saliency analysis of the same sequence shows that it recognizes the canonical sequence motif but in
context of being overlapped by base pairs.

These results suggest that ResidualBind, trained on sequences alone, learns both positive and negative
contributions of RNA structure context; when a structural pro�le is provided as input, it makes use of the
pro�le instead, but either way gives similar performance. It seemed surprising to us that a CNN could
learn detailed base pairing features, which requires the network to learn long-distance pairwise correlations
(essentially XORs) on individual bases, using 1st layer feature detectors that are 12 nts wide. To test this, we
designed a simple experiment where we trained ResidualBind to make a binary classi�cation of whether or
not an RNA sequence contains a hairpin structure from sequences only (see Methods). Brie�y, we generated
synthetic sequences with an 11 nt Watson-Crick paired stem and 7 nt loop (positive class); while background
sequences contained random RNA sequences (negative class). After training, we gauge ResidualBind's
classi�cation performance with the area under the receiver-operator-characteristic curve (AUC) on a withheld
test set.

ResidualBind discriminated between hairpin sequences and unstructured sequences with an AUC of
0.9993. Saliency analysis on sequences with a high classi�cation prediction for a hairpin loop shows that
ResidualBind highlights nucleotides in the stem region of the synthetic RNA sequences (Fig. 6B). By itself,
this evidence only suggests that ResidualBind may be recognizing long-distance complementary base pairing.
To directly test whether it is, we employed a second-order in silico mutagenesis study, systematically scoring
all 16 possible nucleotide pairs for every pair of positions (820 total pairs). If ResidualBind has learned
detailed base-pairing interactions, we expect mutants with compensatory basepair substitutions to score
well, while other score poorly. Figure 6C shows that this indeed is the result.
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Figure 6: ResidualBind learns RNA base pairing from sequence input. (A) Saliency logo of a representative
positive sequence, with stem and loop positions indicated by black and grey bars. (C) Heatmap of the
di�erence between the average predicted binding scores of 2nd order mutagenesis sequences and the `wild
type' original sequences for all pairwise substitutions at stem positions 6-16 and 24-34 for 1,000 sequences with
a high prediction for a hairpin loop. The lower-bound of the colorbar is clipped at -1.38, which corresponds
to a 4 fold decrease in prediction from wild-type.
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ResidualBind learns other sequence biases

For many RBPs, the saliency map for top scoring sequences contains high GC content towards the 3' end
(Fig. 7). We did not observe any consistent secondary structure preference for the 3' GC-bias. RBPs
with similar binding motifs exhibit the same 3' GC-bias trends; for instance, top scoring sequences for MSI
(RNCMPT00040), Tb_0252 (RNCMPT00252) and RBM28 (RNCMPT00049), which all share a similar
`GUAG' motif, contain a 3' GC-bias, but A2BP1 (RNCMPT00123) and ASD-1 (RNCMPT00180), which
share a similar binding motif as RBFOX1, did not exhibit a noticeable 3' GC-bias. We veri�ed that Residu-
alBind had learned a 3' GC-bias e�ect for a subset of RBPs by constructing and scoring synthetic sequences
with and without an embedded motif and a 3' GC bias (Fig. 7). We do not know the origin of this e�ect;
it may be some sort of artifact that a�ects the abundance-levels of RNA probes. RNAcompete experiments
determine the observed binding score as the ratio of the microarray �uorescence intensities from the a�nity
pull-down versus the remainder of unbound probes. This assumes that each RNA probe has approximately
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Figure 7: E�ect of 3' GC-bias. (A-D) CISBP-RNA motifs and representative sequence-structure logos of
a high scoring sequence are shown for (A) MSI (RNCMPT00040), (B) CG11360 (RNCMPT00036), (C)
RBFOX1 (RNCMPT00168), and (D) SNRPA (RNCMPT00071). Shown on the right is a box plot of the
average binding scores predicted by ResidualBind for 1,000 sequences embedded with a pattern described
in the x-label: `Random' is random RNA sequences; `Random+GC (3')' is random RNA sequences with
GCGCGC embedded on the 3' end of the sequence; `Motif' is random RNA sequences with a motif embedded
at the center; `Motif+GC (3')' is random RNA sequences with a motif embedded at the center and GCGCGC
embedded at the 3' end of the sequence; `Motif+GC (5')' is random RNA sequences with a motif embedded
at the center and GCGCGC embedded at the 5' end of the sequence. The motif patterns used for MSI,
CG11360, RBFOX1 and SNRPA were GUAG, CAGA, UGCAUG, UGCACA, respectively.
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an equal abundance. However, if abundance levels are low, then the intensity ratio is more susceptible to
statistical �uctuations. It is plausible that lower abundance probes tend to contain speci�c motifs. Many
experimental steps in the RNAcompete protocol could lead to a GC-bias speci�cally on the 3' end, including
linker ligation, PCR ampli�cation, transcription, among others (Wang et al , 2015; Sundararaman et al , 2016;
Friedersdorf and Keene, 2014).

Discussion

ResidualBind's design. ResidualBind is designed to autonomously learn discriminative features in RNA
sequences that are predictive of RBP binding scores. The features it can learn are not limited to the
convolutional �lter size, because ResidualBind's multiple convolutional layers can combine partial features
learned in lower layers in a hierarchical manner (Koo and Eddy, 2018). ResidualBind employs a mean-
pooling size that allows it to build representations across a large region, while maintaining general positions
of individual features along the sequence. ResidualBind is a �exible model that can be broadly applied to a
wide range of di�erent RBPs without modifying hyperparameters for each speci�c experiment.

Interpretability. Tools for interpreting what deep learning models have learned are improving. We have
shown that pertinent information learned by ResidualBind can be extracted via interrogation methods with
saliency analysis and in silico experiments. While saliency analysis is a powerful approach to uncover features
without any prior knowledge, it can only do so on an individual sequence basis. Thus, relevant features
have to be deduced by observing general patterns across multiple sequences. Moreover, saliency methods
yield seemingly noisy representations at times; in some cases, it is unclear whether certain nucleotides are
important or not. To go a step further, we have found it useful to interrogate neural networks with synthetic
sequences to uncover functional relationships between putative features and predictions. This approach
allows us to directly test hypotheses of putative features with sequences in a controlled manner. Through
saliency analysis and in silico experiments, we can see that ResidualBind has learned 3 cis-recognition
principles that in�uence the sequence speci�cities of RBPs in the RNAcompete dataset: (1) multiple binding
sites and their positions and spacings along a sequence, (2) the structural context and accessibility of each
motif, and a (3) 3' GC-bias. Using synthetic data is a powerful technique for model interpretability in
regulatory geneomics. However, its application to natural language processing and computer vision may be
limited, because it is not straightforward how to systematically synthesize data to test speci�c hypotheses
in these other �elds.

In vitro-to-in vivo generalization. Ideally, a computational model trained on an in vitro dataset would
learn principles that generalize to other datasets, including in vivo datasets. However, models trained
on one dataset typically perform worse when tested on other datasets derived from di�erent sequencing
technologies/protocols (Weirauch et al , 2013). Di�erent experimental protocols tend to produce biases that
do not generalize (Wheeler et al , 2018; Wang et al , 2015; Sundararaman et al , 2016; Friedersdorf and Keene,
2014). For example, RNAcompete experiments: (1) perform a pull-down of a single binding domain of an
RBP as opposed to the whole RBP, which is done in vivo; (2) perform experiments under conditions that
may not recapitulate in vivo conditions; (3) employ a limited set of short RNA probes that are designed
for sequence content, i.e. all possible 9-mers, while in vivo sequences are biased through evolution; and (4)
employ RNA probes that are designed to contain weak secondary structures, whereas in vivo sequences may
contain more complicated structures (Mortimer et al , 2012). We found that ResidualBind learned a 3' GC-
bias in RNAcompete experiments that helps it to perform better than previous methods on test sequences
derived from the same technology. However, we think the 3' GC-bias is an example of a bias that arises
from the particulars of the protocol. We do not think this feature is relevant to in vivo sequences, and our
preliminary studies (of CLIP data) support this view. Better generalization to in vivo datasets is something
that we hope to address in future work.

Generality of ResidualBind. ResidualBind could be applied to understand signals in biological sequence
data that enrich for any quantitative molecular sequence recognition phenotype, such as protein binding,
histone modi�cation, and chromatin accessibility, not just RNA binding. Our study demonstrates how a
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deep neural network like ResidualBind has a powerful ability to learn biological signals such as motifs, as
well as confounding technical biases, and how such models can be interrogated with saliency analysis and
synthetic data to reveal and test what principles the network has learned.

Materials and methods

RNAcompete dataset

Overview. We obtained the 2013-RNAcompete dataset from (Ray et al , 2013), where a full explanation
of the data can be found. Brie�y, the 2013-RNAcompete experiments consist of an Agilent 244K microarray
which contains 240,000 oligonucleotides of length 30-41 nucleotides. The library of oligo sequences was
designed to ensure that all possible combinations of 9-mers are sampled at least 16 times. The probes are
divided into two sets - `set A' (120,326 sequences) and `set B' (121,031 sequences). A pool of RNA sequences
is prepared from the microarray and incubated with a recombinantly-expressed RBP of interest tagged with
glutathione S-transferase (GST). The total RNA concentration is in 75-fold molar excess over protein (20 nM
protein, 1,500 nM RNA) so that at equilibrium the proportion of each sequence bound to RBP is expected
to be proportional to its a�nity. Bound RNA is recovered by a pull down, labeled with Cy5, and combined
with the Cy3-labeled input RNA pool. The mixture of labelled RNA is hybridized to a copy of the same
Agilent 244K microarray. The provided binding score for each sequence is the log-ratio of the �uorescence
intensities of pull-down versus input, which serves as a measure of binding a�nity and therefore sequence
preference, that is normalized to remove various technical biases. The 2013-RNAcompete dataset consists
of 244 experiments for 207 RBPs using only weakly structured probes (Ray et al , 2013). We also obtained
the 2009-RNAcompete dataset, which is comprised of nine RBP experiments that employ a mix of probes
that were predicted to be either weakly structured or contain stem-loops (Ray et al , 2009).

Preparation of RNAcompete datasets. Each sequence from `set A' and `set B' was converted to a
one-hot representation. The one-hot sequences and the experimental binding scores for each experiment in
the 2013-RNAcompete dataset were stored in a single HDF5 �le (availability: eddylab.org/publications/
KooEddy19/residualbind_data.tar.gz). We �ltered out sequences with a binding score of NaN. We then
performed either clip-transformation or log-transformation. Clip-transformation is performed by clipping
the extreme binding scores to the 99.9th percentile binding score. Log-transformation processes the binding
scores according to the function: log (S − SMIN + 1), where S is the raw binding score and SMIN is the
minimum value across all raw binding scores. This monotonically reduces extreme binding scores while
maintaining their rank order, and also yields a distribution that is closer to a Normal distribution. The
processed binding scores of either clip-transformation or log-transformation were converted to a z-score. We
randomly split set A sequences to fractions 0.9 and 0.1 for the training set and validation set, respectively.
Set B data was held out and used for testing.

Secondary structure predictions. For each sequence, structural pro�les, which consist of predicted
paired-unpaired (PU) probabilities for each nucleotide, were calculated using RNAplfold (Bernhart et al ,
2005). Structural pro�les consisting of predicted paired probabilities of �ve types of RNA structure -
paired, hairpin-loop, internal loop, multi-loop, and external loop (PHIME) - were calculated using a modi-
�ed RNAplfold script (Kazan et al , 2010). For each sequence, the window length (-W parameter) and the
maximum spanning base-pair distance (-L parameter) were set to the full length of the sequence.

In silico experimental design

RBFOX1 mutagenesis. 1,000 random RNA sequences, each 41 nucleotides long, were simulated from an
equiprobable i.i.d. uniform sequence model. A canonical RBFOX1 motif, i.e. UGCAUG, or each of the 21
possible single-nucleotide variants of it was embedded in each random sequence at position 22-28, resulting
in 22,000 total sequences. Since the same 1,000 random sequences to embed each motif variant, the same
background noise distribution is shared across di�erent variants.
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Binding site location. 1,000 random RNA sequences, each 41 nucleotides long, were simulated from
a uniform sequence model. 4,000 additional sequences were generated by embedding each of the 1,000
sequences with a single RBFOX1 motif at positions 4-9, 14-19, 24-29, and 34-39.

Multiple binding sites. 1,000 random RNA sequences, each 41 nucleotides long, were simulated from
a uniform sequence model. 4,000 additional sequences were generated by embedding each of the 1,000
sequences with: 1 RBFOX1 motif (positions: 18-23), 2 RBFOX1 motifs (positions: 11-16 and 18-23), 3
RBFOX1 motifs (positions: 11-16, 18-23, and 26-31), and 4 RBFOX1 motifs (positions: 4-9, 11-16, 18-23,
and 26-31).

Motif separation. 1,000 random RNA sequences, each 41 nucleotides long, were simulated from a uniform
sequence model. 4,000 additional sequences were created by embedding 4 patterns starting at position 16
in each of the 1,000 sequences: UGCAUG, UGCAUGAUG, UGCAUGUGCAUG, and UGCAUGNNNUG-
CAUG, where N represents a random nucleotide.

GC-bias. 1,000 random RNA sequences, each 41 nucleotides long, were simulated from a uniform sequence
model. 4,000 additional sequences were created by embedding one of 4 patterns: (1) GCGCGC at the 3' end
at positions 35-40, (2) a motif embedded at the center (starting at position 17), (3) a motif embedded at the
center and GCGCGC at the 3' end, and (4) a motif embedded at the center and GCGCGC at the 5' end at
positions 1-6. The embedded motifs were GUAG (MSI, RNCMP00040), CAGA (CG11360, RNCMP00006),
UGCAUG (RBFOX1, RNCMPT00168), and UGCAC (SNRPA, RNCMPT00071).

RNA hairpin. Synthetic 41 nt RNA stem-loop sequences were generated as random sequences of equiprob-
able composition, with positions 25-35 �xed to be complementary to positions 7-17. Unstructured synthetic
sequences were generated as random sequences of equiprobable composition. 100,000 synthetic RNA stem-
loop sequences (positive class) and 100,000 random RNA sequences were randomly split 80% to a training
set, 10% validation set, and 20% test set.

Saliency analysis

Saliency analysis was performed by guided-backprop which calculates the gradients of the outputs with
respect to the inputs (Springenberg et al , 2014). In contrast to standard backpropagation, guided-backprop
recti�es negative gradients that pass through each ReLU activation in each hidden layer.

To generate sequence logos, we normalized the guided-backprop-generated saliency maps by dividing
the maximum absolute value across the saliency map. Next, we applied an exponential �lter according to:
Ŝ = exp

[
λ S

max |S|

]
, where S is the saliency map, and λ is a scaling factor that we set to 3 in this paper. This

�ltering step supresses small gradient signals and enhances larger gradient signals. We have previously found
this �ltering step to empirically yield sequence logos that better re�ect PWMs from analysis on synthetic
sequences (Koo and Eddy, 2018). We then separately normalized each nucleotide position by dividing by
the sum of the �ltered saliency map, thereby providing a probability for each nucleotide at each position.
To generate a sequence logo, the normalized saliency value of each nucleotide a at position i was scaled
according to: Ŝa,i × Ii, where Ii = 2 +

∑
a Ŝa,i log2 Ŝa,i.

ResidualBind

Training ResidualBind. We trained a separate ResidualBind model on sequences in `set A' for each
RNAcompete experiment by minimizing the mean squared-error loss function between the model predictions
and the experimental binding scores. All models were trained with mini-batch stochastic gradient descent
(mini-batch of 100 sequences) with Adam updates using recommended default parameters with a constant
learning rate of 0.0003 (Kingma and Ba, 2014). Dropout was applied after each convolutional layer with
a dropout probability of 0.2, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, sequentially from layer 1 to layer 4. During training, we also
employed L2-regularization with a strength equal to 10−6. Training was stopped when the loss on the
validation dataset does not improve for 20 epochs (early stopping). Optimal parameters were selected by the
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epoch which yields the lowest loss on the validation dataset. The parameters of each model were initialized
according to He initialization (He et al , 2015). Training was performed on a NVIDIA GTX Titan X Pascal
graphical processing unit with acceleration provided by cuDNN libraries (Chetlur et al , 2014). On average,
training was complete after about 50 epochs, where each epoch takes 1-3 seconds on average.

Modi�ed-ResidualBind for binary classi�cation. To make binary classi�cation predictions as opposed
to a continuous binding score prediction, we modi�ed ResidualBind by placing its linear output through a
logisitic function, also known as a sigmoid activation. The mean-squared loss function was also changed to
a binary cross-entropy loss function using binary labels corresponding to the presence or absence of a RNA
hairpin structure in the sequence.

NeuralBinder

Our implementation of ResidualBind utilizes a custom-written, open-source Python package that we call
NeuralBinder. NeuralBinder includes high-level Python scripts and Python notebooks that provide step-
by-step instructions on how to build, optimize, save, and load neural network models, how to evaluate
a trained model on new sequences, and how to perform saliency analysis. NeuralBinder in turn wraps
Deepomics, a custom-written module that contains high-level APIs written on top of TensorFlow (Abadi
et al , 2016) to build, train, test, and evaluate neural network models. NeuralBinder can be applied to
perform similar analyses on any a�nity selection-based experiments, such as RNAcompete, SELEX (Tuerk
and Gold, 1990), ChIP-seq, or CLIP-seq. Code to replicate this study is provided in the supplementary
materials. An updated version of NeuralBinder that is continually under development can be found via:
https://github.com/p-koo/neuralbinder.
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